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BACKGROUND
The city’s Fleet and Fuel Services Division (Fleet Services) of the Operations & Maintenance
Department administers the city’s fueling operations. Fleet Services oversees the operation of 19
city fuel sites. City employees utilize the fuel pumps at these fuel sites for fueling city vehicles
and equipment.
The Department of Public Safety (Public Safety) staff utilize city fuel sites for fueling department
vehicles and equipment. To access a city fuel pump, a plastic electronic fob known as a prokee
must be placed into a slot at the pump.
All city vehicles have an assigned prokee that is programmed with that vehicle’s information.
These prokees are referred to as primary prokees. In order to access a fuel pump for fueling
equipment without a designated prokee or for filling a gas can, city employees must utilize what
is referred to as a secondary prokee. Considering secondary prokees are not assigned to any
specific vehicle or piece of equipment, there is greater risk of fuel theft occurring with these
prokees.
In order to obtain a secondary prokee, a city employee and their manager must complete and sign
a secondary prokee request form (see Appendix A). This form requires the employee and manager
to agree to comply with a list of rules documented on the form including “tracking all fuel
disbursements” and the “reconciliation of disbursement logs.” The Small Equipment Fueling
Operations Procedure (O&M-FS-Fuel02) further explains that the departments are responsible for
“recording all disbursements on a log sheet (see Appendix B) and for reconciling the log sheet
against an automated monthly disbursement report provided by the Fleet Services Division.”
Fleet Services currently generates 1) quarterly primary prokee fueling transaction reports and 2)
monthly secondary prokee fueling transaction reports from the city’s fueling system and emails
these reports to city departments. According to the Fuel Transaction Monitoring Procedure
(O&M-FS-Fuel06), departments are responsible for “reviewing reports for assigned units,
identifying and investigating concerns, and for taking appropriate action for misuse of the fuel
system by subordinate personnel.”
During 2019, Public Safety had 7,782 primary prokee transactions totaling 67,809 gallons and
three secondary prokee transactions totaling 10 gallons.

OBJECTIVES
Our audit objectives were as follows:
• To determine whether a secondary prokee request form signed by a current employee and
manager exists for every secondary prokee issued to Public Safety.
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•
•
•

To determine whether Public Safety is maintaining a secondary prokee use log and
reconciling the log to the monthly secondary prokee fueling reports.
To determine whether Public Safety management is reviewing the primary and secondary
prokee fueling reports from Fleet Services for irregular transactions and researching any
identified irregularities.
To determine whether use logs, reconciliations, and fueling report review documentation
are being retained in accordance with the fueling procedures.

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
The scope of our work was limited to the management controls within the context of the audit
objectives and scope of the audit. The scope of the audit was limited to the review of fueling logs,
reconciliations, and fueling reports in calendar year 2019. The last date of fieldwork was March
11, 2020.
Our audit methodology included:
• Review of fueling policies and procedures
• Review of secondary prokee request forms
• Review of fueling reports issued by Fleet Services
• Interviews with city employees
• Testing of reconciliations of fueling use logs to fueling reports
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government
Auditing Standards, except for the requirement for an external peer review every three years.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate
evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit
objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives.

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following findings and conclusions to the audit objectives were noted:
A secondary prokee request form is on file with Fleet Services for Public Safety’s one secondary
prokee; however, the form is signed by an employee and manager who are no longer employed
with the city. No secondary prokee use log is being maintained by Public Safety and accordingly,
no reconciliation of a use log to the monthly secondary prokee fueling reports is being performed.
(Finding #1)
The monthly and quarterly fueling reports provided to Public Safety are not being adequately
reviewed for irregular transactions by Public Safety management. Documented evidence of this
review is needed. (Finding #2)
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Further information on these issues is contained in the following sections. While other issues were
identified and discussed with management, they were deemed less significant for reporting
purposes.
Contributors to this report included:
Radford K. Snelding, CPA, CIA, CFE
City Auditor
Bryan L. Smith, CPA, CFE
Internal Audit Section Manager
Gary L. Phillips, CFE
Senior Internal Auditor

1. Fuel Use Log Not Being Maintained
Criteria
The Small Equipment Fueling Operations Procedure (O&M-FS-Fuel02) states the following:
In order to obtain assignment of a secondary unit prokee for general utilization (e.g., small
equipment, rental unit, gas can), a user organization must complete and submit a “Secondary
Prokee Request Form”. The form allows the user to select all 3 fuel types for approval, plus define
the daily limit of each type.
A secondary prokee will be assigned to a specific individual only, and that individual is responsible
for the appropriate use of all gasoline dispensed using the prokee, for recording all disbursements
on a log sheet, and for reconciling the log sheet against an automated monthly disbursement report
provided by Fleet Services Division. Fleet Services Division recommends that individuals
responsible for the secondary prokees be at a supervisory level or higher.
Managers are responsible for assignment of prokee responsibility to a specific individual and for
ensuring that tracking logs are kept appropriately and are reconciled with monthly reports
received from Fleet Services Division. Employees who are designated for assignment of a prokee
are responsible for ensuring proper use of fuel disbursement, following operational processes and
rules, maintaining adequate logs, and reconciling disbursements on a monthly basis.
Fueling operations of this type provide a potential for misuse and must be monitored and
controlled. The reconciliation records are subject to review by Fleet Services Division or the
Office of the City Auditor.
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Tracking logs and reconciliation documents are under the control of the user organizations, and
it is recommended they be kept for a minimum of one year.
The secondary prokee request form signed by an employee and their manager includes the
following rules agreed to by each employee requesting a secondary prokee:
• User is responsible for tracking all fuel disbursements.
• Respective management staff members are responsible for the oversight of fuel
operations and reconciliation of disbursement logs.
Condition
Considering secondary prokees are not assigned to a specific vehicle or piece of equipment, there
is greater risk of fuel theft. Accordingly, Fleet Services requires departments to have an employee
and manager sign a request form for each secondary prokee, to record usage of these prokees on a
use log, and to reconcile the use log to the monthly secondary prokee fueling system reports. See
the suggested use log at Appendix B.
Public Safety has one secondary prokee that was used only 3 times during 2019. A secondary
prokee request form is on file with Fleet Services for this secondary prokee; however, the form is
signed by an employee and manager who are no longer employed with the city. No secondary
prokee use log is being maintained by Public Safety and therefore, no reconciliation of a use log
to the monthly secondary prokee fueling reports is being performed. Despite the limited use of
this secondary prokee, a use log should be maintained and reconciled in accordance with policy.
Cause
•

Public Safety staff were not aware of the requirement to maintain a secondary prokee use
log or to perform a reconciliation of the use log to the secondary prokee fueling reports
from Fleet Services.

Effect
•

Fuel theft may occur without detection.

Recommendations
1.1

Public Safety management working with Fleet Services should update its secondary prokee
request form with signatures of the employee responsible for the secondary prokee and the
manager responsible for oversight of this employee.

1.2

Public Safety management should document and implement department procedures
requiring the use of a secondary prokee use log and the reconciliation of the use log to the
monthly secondary prokee fueling reports. These procedures should require that any
identified differences be researched and their resolution documented. The reconciliations
should be signed and dated by the preparer and a manager who has reviewed and approved
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the reconciliations. The procedures should also require that use logs, fueling reports, and
reconciliations be retained for a minimum of a year to comply with fueling procedures.

2. Fueling Reports Not Being Adequately Reviewed for Irregularities
Criteria
According to the Fuel Transaction Monitoring Procedure (O&M-FS-Fuel06), departments are
responsible for reviewing the fueling reports for any irregular transactions:
The Fleet Services Division Manager is responsible for generating and sending the various reports
to all departments. The respective managers for the various budget organizational numbers are
responsible for reviewing reports for assigned units, identifying and investigating concerns, and
for taking appropriate action for misuse of the fuel system by subordinate personnel.
Records generated by user divisions should be maintained for a minimum of 1 year.
Condition
The monthly and quarterly fueling reports provided to Public Safety are not being reviewed for
irregular transactions and therefore, there is no documentation showing evidence of a review.
Cause
•

Lack of established department procedures requiring the review of the fueling reports and
the maintenance and retention of documented evidence of the review.

Effect
•

Fuel theft may occur without detection.

Recommendation
2.1

Public Safety management should document and implement department procedures
requiring that the monthly and quarterly fueling reports be reviewed by a manager for
irregular transactions and that this review be documented. Documented evidence of the
review should include a copy of the fueling reports along with the reviewer’s notes on
research into irregular transactions, the reviewer’s signature, and the date of the review.
Review documentation should be retained for a minimum of a year to comply with fueling
policy.
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Appendix A
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Appendix B

CITY OF LAS VEGAS
SECONDARY PROKEE USE LOG
DEPT/DIV/SECTION:

DATE

GALLONS

PROKEE #:

RFG

(unleaded)

DIESEL

BIODIESEL

EMPLOYEE
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MANAGEMENT RESPONSE
1.

Fuel Use Log Not Being Maintained

1.1

Public Safety management working with Fleet Services should update its secondary prokee
request form with signatures of the employee responsible for the secondary prokee and the
manager responsible for oversight of this employee.

Management Action Plan:
A policy was developed to include a procedure to obtain a secondary prokee. In order to obtain a
secondary prokee, the requesting employee must complete the “Secondary Prokee Request Form”
which will be signed by both the employee and the manager. Authorized users of the secondary
prokee will be reviewed/renewed on an annual basis. The secondary prokee will be stored in the
key watcher system. The department will update its existing Secondary Prokee Request form to
reflect the employee and manager responsible for the prokee.
Estimated Date of Completion: October 1, 2020
1.2

Public Safety management should document and implement department procedures
requiring the use of a secondary prokee use log and the reconciliation of the use log to the
monthly secondary prokee fueling reports. These procedures should require that any
identified differences be researched and their resolution documented. The reconciliations
should be signed and dated by the preparer and a manager who has reviewed and approved
the reconciliations. The procedures should also require that use logs, fueling reports, and
reconciliations be retained for a minimum of a year to comply with fueling procedures.

Management Action Plan:
A policy was completed in order to meet the audit requirements. The Detention division manager
will review the monthly fuel report to ensure it matches the logs on file. Any variances will be
researched and reported. The reconciled report will be sent back to the department designee and
retained for a year. The final audit results will be reported to the Deputy Chiefs.
Estimated Date of Completion: October 1, 2020
2.

Fueling Reports Not Being Adequately Reviewed for Irregularities

2.1

Public Safety management should document and implement department procedures
requiring that the monthly and quarterly fueling reports be reviewed by a manager for
irregular transactions and that this review be documented. Documented evidence of the
review should include a copy of the fueling reports along with the reviewer’s notes on
research into irregular transactions, the reviewer’s signature, and the date of the review.
Review documentation should be retained for a minimum of a year to comply with fueling
policy.
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Management Action Plan:
A policy was established in order to meet the audit requirement. The department designee will
send out the fuel report to the division Lieutenants in a format that will allow the Lieutenants to
respond to all irregular transactions. The department designee will collect and review all responses
and report the final audit findings to the Deputy Chiefs. The reports will be retained for a minimum
of a year.
Estimated Date of Completion: October 1, 2020
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